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Prometheus  (1868) by Gustave Moreau. The myth of Prometheus, first attested 
by Hesiodus, later became the basis of a trilogy of tragedy plays, possibly by 
Aeschylus, consisting of Prometheus Bound, Prometheus Unbound and 
Prometheus Pyrphoros



  

Old Belgian  banknote, depicting Ceres, Neptune and caduceus.



  

HINDU MYTHOLOGYHINDU MYTHOLOGY



  

Hindu religious literature is the large body of 
traditional narratives related to Hinduism, 
notably as contained in Sanskrit literature, 
such as the Sanskrit epics and the Puranas. As 
such, it is a subset of Indian culture,the 
historical tales teach Hindus the ethics,values 
and above all,the stories teach them that God 
is unbelievable,unimaginable and unthinkable 
by the material intellect, and at the same time 
is very much lovable, compassionate, and 
merciful when approached using a spiritual 
vision.

Hindu Mythology

Incarnation of Vishnu as a Fish, from a devotional text.
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The two great Hindu Epics, the Ramayana 
and the  Mahabharata  tell the story of two 
specific incarnations of Vishnu (Rama and 
Krishna). These two works are known as 
Itihasa. The epics Mahabharata  and 
Ramayana  serve as both religious 
scriptures and a rich source of philosophy 
and morality for a Hindu. The epics are 
divided into chapters and contain various 
short stories and moral situations, where 
the character takes a certain course of 
action in accordance with Hindu laws and 
codes of righteousness. The most famous 
of these chapters is the Bhagavad Gita 
(Sanskrit: The Lord's Song) in the 
Mahabharata, in which Lord Krishna 
explains the concepts of duty and 
righteousness to the hero Arjuna before the 
climactic battle. These stories are deeply 
embedded in Hindu philosophy  and serve 
as parables  and sources of devotion for 
Hindus. The Mahabharata is the world's 
longest epic in verse, running to more than 
30,000 lines. Rama (right) seated on the shoulders of Hanuman, battles the demon-

king Ravana, scene from Ramayana.
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Manuscript illustration of the Battle of Kurukshetra from the Hindu epic Mahabharata



  
The ten avatars of Vishnu, (Clockwise, from Left upper corner) Matsya, Kurma, 
Varaha, Vamana, Krishna, Kalki, Buddha, Parshurama, Rama  and Narasimha, (in 
centre) Krishna

Several gods are believed to have 
had incarnations (avatars). As the 
protector of life, one of the duties 
of Vishnu  is to appear on the 
earth whenever a firm hand is 
required to set things right. The 
epic Bhagavatha Purana  is the 
chronology of Vishnu's ten major 
incarnations (there are in total 
twenty six incarnations): Matsya 
(fish), Kurma  (turtle), Varaha 
(boar), Narasimha  (lion-faced 
human), Vamana  (an ascetic in 
the form of a midget), Parasurama 
(a militant Brahmin), Rama, 
Krishna, Gautam Buddha(later 
buddhists separated themselves 
from Hindus), Kalki  (a predicted 
warrior on a white horse who 
would come in this yuga ) whose 
appearance also signals the 
beginning of the end of the epoch.
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EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGYEGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY



  
Ra (at center) travels through the underworld in his barque, accompanied by other gods

Egyptian Mythology



  
Section of the Book of the Dead depicting the Weighing of the Heart.



  
First pylon and colonnade of the Temple of Isis at Philae.



  
The Apis bull



  
Devotional stela showing a workman worshipping Set



  

MESOPOTAMIANMESOPOTAMIAN MYTHOLOGY MYTHOLOGY



  An Assyrian relief showing the common iconography of kings (center) and gods (outside).

Mesopotamian Mythology



  

The peoples of Mesopotamia originally consisted of 
two peoples, the Semitic  Akkadians  (later to be 
known as Assyrians  and Babylonians) and the 
Sumerians. These peoples were not originally one 
united nation, but members of various different city-
states. In the fourth millennium BCE, when the first 
evidence for what is recognisably Mesopotamian 
religion can be seen with the invention in 
Mesopotamia of writing circa 3500 BCE, the 
Sumerians appeared, although it is not known if they 
migrated into the area in pre historic times or 
whether they were some of the original inhabitants. 
They settled in southern Mesopotamia, which 
became known as Sumer, and had a great influence 
over the Semitic Akkadian peoples and their culture. 
The Sumerians were incredibly advanced, as well as 
inventing Writing, they also invented Mathematics, 
Wheeled Vehicles, Astronomy, Astrology, The 
Calendar and created the first City States/Nations 
such as Uruk,Ur, Lagash, Isin, Umma and Larsa. In 
the north, in an area known as Akkad, a civilisation 
known as the Akkadians  arose, who spoke a 
semitic language  that was distinct from that of the 
Sumerians who spoke a language isolate
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There are particularly two gods—Ea and Enlil—
whose powers and attributes pass over to Marduk. In 
the case of Ea, the transfer proceeded pacifically and 
without effacing the older god. Marduk took over the 
identity of Asarluhi, the son of Ea and god of magic, 
so that Marduk was integrated in the pantheon of 
Eridu  where both Ea and Asarluhi originally came 
from. Father Ea voluntarily recognized the superiority 
of the son and hands over to him the control of 
humanity. This association of Marduk and Ea, while 
indicating primarily the passing of the supremacy 
once enjoyed by Eridu to Babylon as a religious and 
political centre, may also reflect an early dependence 
of Babylon upon Eridu, not necessarily of a political 
character but, in view of the spread of culture in the 
Euphrates valley from the south to the north, the 
recognition of Eridu as the older centre on the part of 
the younger one.

Marduk and his dragon Mušḫuššu, from a 
Babylonian cylinder seal
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ROMAN MYTHOLOGYROMAN MYTHOLOGY



  
Romulus and Remus, the Lupercal, the Tiber, and the Palatine  on a relief  from a 
pedestal dating to the reign of Trajan (AD 98-117)

Roman Mythology



  

The Aeneid  ( /əˈniːɪd/; Latin: Aeneis 
[ajˈneːis]—the title is Greek in form: 
genitive case  Aeneidos) is a Latin 
epic poem  written by Virgil  in the 
late 1st century BC (29–19 BCE) 
that tells the legendary  story of 
Aeneas, a Trojan  who travelled to 
Italy, where he became the ancestor 
of the Romans. It is composed of 
roughly 10,000 lines in 
dactylic hexameter. The first six of 
the poem's twelve books tell the 
story of Aeneas's wanderings from 
Troy to Italy, and the poem's second 
half tells of the Trojans' ultimately 
victorious war upon the Latins, 
under whose name Aeneas and his 
Trojan followers are destined to be 
subsumed.
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At the head of the earliest pantheon were the 
so-called Archaic Triad  of Jupiter, Mars, and 
Quirinus,whose, and Janus and Vesta. 
According to tradition, the founder of Roman 
religion was Numa Pompilius, the Sabine 
second king of Rome, who was believed to 
have had as his consort and adviser a Roman 
goddess or nymph of fountains and prophecy, 
Egeria. 

The Etruscan-influenced Capitoline Triad  of 
Jupiter, Juno and Minerva later became central 
to official religion, replacing the Archaic 
Triad – an unusual example within 
Indo-European religion  of a supreme triad 
formed of two female deities and only one 
male. The cult of Diana was established on the 
Aventine Hill, but the most famous Roman 
manifestation of this goddess may be 
Diana Nemorensis, owing to the attention paid 
to her cult by J.G. Frazer  in the 
mythographical classic The Golden Bough.
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In this wall painting from Pie, Venus looks on while the physician Iapyx tends to the 
wound of her son, Aeneas; the tearful boy is her grandson Ascanius, also known as 
Iulus, legendary ancestor of Julius Caesar and the Julio-Claudian dynasty



  

NORSE MYTHOLOGYNORSE MYTHOLOGY



  
"The Wolves Pursuing Sol and Mani" (1909) by J. C. Dollman.

Norse Mythology



  Gamla Uppsala, the centre of worship in Sweden until the temple was destroyed in the 
late 11th century.



  

In Norse mythology, Iðunn  is a 
goddess associated with apples and 
youth. Iðunn is attested in the 
Poetic Edda, compiled in the 13th 
century from earlier traditional 
sources, and the Prose Edda, 
written in the 13th century by 
Snorri Sturluson. In both sources, 
she is described as the wife of the 
skaldic god Bragi, and in the Prose 
Edda, also as a keeper of apples 
and granter of eternal youthfulness.

Ydun" (1858) by Herman Wilhelm Bissen
.
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The Ramsund carving  in Sweden 
depicts:
how Sigurd is sitting naked in front of 
the fire preparing the dragon heart, 
from Fafnir, for his foster-father 
Regin, who is Fafnir's brother. The 
heart is not finished yet, and when 
Sigurd touches it, he burns himself 
and sticks his finger into his mouth. 
As he has tasted dragon blood, he 
starts to understand the birds' song. 
The birds say that Regin will not 
keep his promise of reconciliation 
and will try to kill Sigurd, which 
causes Sigurd to cut off Regin's 
head. 
Regin is dead beside his own head, 
his smithing tools with which he 
reforged Sigurd's sword Gram  are 
scattered around him, and 
Regin's horse is laden will the 
dragon's treasure. 
is the previous event when Sigurd 
killed Fafnir, and 
shows Otr  from the saga's 
beginning. 
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Yggdrasill and the Nine World
Odin and his brothers then used Ymir's body to create the universe. This universe comprises of 
nine worlds. They placed the body over the void called Ginnungagap. 
They used his flesh for creating the earth and his blood for the sea. His skull, held up by four 
dwarves (Nordri, Sudri, Austri, and Vestri), was used to create the heaven. Then using sparks 
from Muspelheim, the gods created the sun, moon and stars. While Ymir's eyebrows were used 
to create a place where the human race could live in; a place called Midgard (Middle Earth).
A great ash tree called Yggdrasill  ("World Tree") supported the universe, with roots that 
connects the nine worlds together. One root of Yggdrasill extends to Muspelheim  ("world of 
fire"), while another root to Niflheim  (the "world of cold" or "of ice"). Niflheim was sometimes 
confused with Niflhel; Niflhel being known by another name – Hel, was the world of the dead. 
Hel was sometimes used interchangeably with Niflhel by many writers, as the world of the dead.
The name, Yggdrasill, means "Steed of Ygg". Ygg is another for Odin, which means, "Terrible 
One". Therefore, the great tree means in English, "Steed of the Terrible One". Odin's horse is 
named Sleipnir, but I found no connection between the tree and Sleipnir.
While one root was connected to Asgard (home of the Aesir), another root to Vanaheim (home 
of the Vanir). The frost giants  lived Jötunheim  (Jotunheim). Midgard was the world for human. 
Alfheim  was home of the light elves (ljósálfar). There was also the underground world for the 
black elves (svartálfar), called Svartalfheim. The dwarves inhabited the world of Nidavellir.
Besides the three roots of Yggdrasill, there were three wells.
The Norns guarded the Urdarbrunnr, which is often known as "Weird's Well", "Wyrd's Well" or 
"Urda's Well". The Weird's Well was considered to be very holy. The Norns were Urda or Weird 
or Wyrd ("Past"), Verdandi ("Present") and Skuld ("Future"). Two swans drink from this well.
The Norns cared for the root near the Weird's Well. Every day, they take water from the holy 
well, pouring on the root and soil, so that at least this root doesn't rot or decay likes the other 
roots. The mud was white in colour. This white mud caused honeydew to fall to the earth, 
keeping the valley around the well to be forever green.
Each day, the Aesir sit at the court at Weird's Well. Horses take the Aesir to this court. Odin 
rides Sleipnir. Ten other horses were given names: Glad, Gyllir, Glær, Skeidbrimir, Silfrtopp, 
Sinir, Gils, Falhofnir, Gulltopp (belonging to Heimdall) and Lettfet. Balder's horse was burned 
with him. Apart from Sleipnir and Gulltopp, no specific horses were assigned to a particular god. 
The Aesir must ride across Bifrost (Rainbow Bridge) to reach Weird's Well.
Thor doesn't bother to ride to attend the court. Thor walked and waded through the rivers, 
Kormat and Ormt and two Kerlaugs
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Audumla 

The primeval cow. Audumla 
(Audhumla) was born from 
rime at Ginnungagap. The 
primeval giant Ymir 
(Aurgelmir) lived on the milk 
that flow from the cow's 
teats. Audumla also 
provided nourishment to 
Ymir's six-headed son.
Audumla received 
nourishment through licking 
the salty rime-stones. 
Audumla licked the stone 
until it was shaped into a 
man. This stone became 
Buri, grandfather of the 
Aesir gods: Odin, Vili and 
Ve.
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SLAVIC MYTHOLOGYSLAVIC MYTHOLOGY



  
Many generations of Slavic artists were inspired by their national folklore. Illustrated 
above is Ilya Yefimovich Repin's Sadko in the Underwater Kingdom (1876).

Slavic Mythology



  
The Indo-European custom of communal feasts was known as bratchina  (from brat, 
"brother") in Kievan Rus', as slava ("glorification") in Serbia & Macedonia and as sabor 
("assembly") in Croatia and Bulgaria.



  
Gamayun, one of three prophetic birds of Russian folklore, alongside Alkonost  and 
Sirin  (painting by Viktor Vasnetsov, 1897).



  

The Firebird and The Rite of Spring, Igor Stravinsky sought to evoke the imagery and 
rhythms of pagan Slavic ritual.



  

The spring fertility festival of Maslenitsa, rooted in pagan times and involving the burning 
of a straw effigy is still celebrated by Slavs all over the world, as seen here in Melbourne, 
Australia.



  

CELTIC MYTHOLOGYCELTIC MYTHOLOGY



  

Celtic Mythology

Taranis (with Celtic wheel and thunderbolt), Le Chatelet, Gourzon, Haute-Marne, France.
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  The Celtic god Sucellus.

He is usually 
portrayed as a 

middle-aged bearded 
man, with a long-

handled hammer, or 
perhaps a beer barrel 

suspended from a 
pole.

His wife, Nantosuelta, 
is sometimes 

depicted alongside 
him. When together, 

they are 
accompanied by 

symbols associated 
with prosperity and 

domesticity.
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Votive Celtic wheels thought to correspond to the cult of Taranis. Thousands such wheels have been found in sanctuaries in Belgic Gaul, 
dating from 50 BCE to 50 CE. Musée d'Archéologie Nationale
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The Maya Death 
Gods, known under 

various names, belong 
to only two basic types, 

respectively 
represented by the 

16th-century Yucatec 
deities Hunhau and 

Uacmitun Ahau 
mentioned by Landa. 
Hunhau is the lord of 

the Underworld. 
Iconographically, 

Hunhau and Uacmitun 
Ahau correspond to the 

Gods A and A'.
God A way as a hunter, Classic period
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Together with the 
Rain Deity, God A 
is present at the 

jaguar 
transformation of 
a man (possibly a 

hero) who is 
usually shown as 
a baby, and who 

seems to 
disappear into the 

Underworld.
God A in the lunar eclipse tables of the Dresden Codex
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Golden Celtic wheel with symbols, Balesme, Haute-Marne. Musée d'Archéologie Nationale.
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CHINESE MYTHOLOGYCHINESE MYTHOLOGY



  
Dragon-gods, from Myths and Legends of China, 1922 by E. T. C. Werner

The Chinese dragon  is one of the 
most important mythical creatures in 
Chinese mythology. The Chinese 
dragon is considered to be the most 
powerful and divine creature and is 
believed to be the controller of all 
waters. The dragon symbolised great 
power and was very supportive of 
heroes and gods. One of the most 
famous dragons in Chinese 
mythology is Yinglong  "Responding 
Dragon", said to be the god of rain. 
Many people in different places pray 
to Yinglong in order to receive rain. 
In Chinese mythology, dragons are 
believed to be able to create clouds 
with their breath. Chinese people 
sometimes use the term 
"Descendants of the Dragon" as a 
sign of their ethnic identity.
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Wen Chang, Chinese God of Literature, carved in ivory, c. 1550–1644, Ming Dynasty.
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Spirit of the well, from Myths and Legends of China, 1922 by E. T. C. Werner



  
Zoomorphic guardian spirits of Day and Night, Han Dynasty (202 BC - 220 AD) Chinese paintings on ceramic tile
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ARMENIAN MYTHOLOGYARMENIAN MYTHOLOGY



  
Semiramis stares at the corpse of Ara the Beautiful, in the painting by Vardkes Sureniants.

Armenian MythologyArmenian Mythology



  

A depiction of Vahagn as a dragon slayer, Arutunyan, 
2010.

Vahagn  (or Vahagan) (
Armenian: Վահագն) was a 
god worshiped anciently and 
historically in Armenia. Some 
time in his existence, he 
formed a "triad" with Aramazd 
and Anahit. Vahagn was 
identified with the Greek 
Heracles. The priests of 
Vahévahian temple, who 
claimed Vahagn as their own 
ancestor, placed a statue of 
the Greek hero in their 
sanctuary. In the Armenian 
translation of the Bible, 
"Heracles, worshipped at Tyr" 
is renamed "Vahagn".

Statue of Vahagn choking a dragon in Yerevan
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The Pantheon of pagan Armenia 
• ••Αραµαζδ  - The father of all the gods and goddesses, Aramazd created the 
heavens and the earth. The first two letters in his name, "AR", are the Armenian 
root for sun, light, and life. Worshiped as a sun-god, Aramazd was considered to be 
the source of earth’s fertility. His feast Am'nor, or New Year, was celebrated on 
March 21 in the old Armenian calendar. Aramazd's main sanctuary was one of the 
principal cult centers of Ancient Armenia. 
• ••Αναηιτ - The goddess of fertility and birth, and daughter or wife of Aramazd, 
Anahit is identified with ··Artemis and ··Aphrodite. "Great Lady Anahit", one of the 
most loved and honored Armenian goddesses, was often sculptured with a child in 
her hands, and with a particular hair style of Armenian women. Temples dedicated 
to Anahit were established in ··Armavir, ··Artashat, ··Ashtishat. A mountain in the 
··Roman district of Sophene was thought to be Anahit's throne (Ator Anahta). 
• ••ςαηαγν  - The third god of the Armenian Pantheon, Vahagn is the god of 
thunder and lightning, and a ··herculean  hero noted for slaying dragons. He was 
also worshiped as a ··sun-god  and a god of ··courage. Vahagn's main sanctuary 
was located in the ··Ashtishat  (a region in ancient Armenia). Vahagn was also a 
god of war to whom Armenian kings and warlords would pray before engaging in 
battle. 
• ••Αστγηικ - Goddess of love, beauty and water, wife or lover of ··Vahagn and 
often sculptured without clothes. Her temple in ··Ashtishat was called "the room of 
Vahagn", where she met her lover. Astghik is still honored nowadays by 
··Armenians  worldwide by the ··Vartavar  feast where people celebrate by 
··Water fights. 
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··Nane - The daughter of Aramazd, Nane was considered the goddess of war, 
motherhood and wisdom. Her cult was closely connected with that of ··Anahit, 
and her temple was located in ··Gavar, near Anahit's temple. 
• Ara  '··Ara the Beautiful’- the god of spring, flora, agriculture, sowing and 
water. He is associated with ··Osiris, Vishnu and Dionysus, as the symbol of 
new life. 
• ••Μιηρ - The god of light, heaven and sun. He was the son of ··Aramazd, 
the brother of ··Anahit  and ··Nane. His main worship was located in 
Bagaharich. The pagan temple of Garni was dedicated to him. 
• ••Τιρ  - God of wisdom, culture, science and studies, he also was an 
interpreter of dreams. He was the messenger of the gods and was associated 
with ··Apollo. Tir's temple was located near ··Artashat. 
• ••Αµανορ  or Vanatur (same god with different names) - Amanor was the 
deity of Armenian new year. His feast, Navasard (New year), was held at the 
end of July. His temple was located in ··Bhagavan. 
• ••Τσοϖιναρ - Also called Nar, she was the goddess of rain, sea and water, 
though she was actually a fiery being who forced rain to fall. 
• ••Σπανδαραµετ - The god of the dungeon and the kingdom of the dead, he 
was identified with the Greek god Hades. 
• ••Ηαψκ - Legendary ··archer and forefather of the ··Armenian people, Haik 
slew the ··Titan Bel. Haik was identified with the ··Sun-god ··Orion. 
• ••Αραψ - A little-known war god. 
• ••Βαρσαµιν  - God of sky and weather, probably derived from the semitic 
god ··Baal Shamin. 
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Aztec culture  is generally grouped with the cultural 
complex known as the Nahuatl because of the common 
language they shared. According to legend, the various 
groups who were to become the Aztecs arrived from 
the north into the Anahuac valley around Lake Texcoco
. The location of this valley and lake of destination is 
clear – it is the heart of modern Mexico City – but little 
can be known with certainty about the origin of the 
Aztec.

Aztec Mythology
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Quetzalcoatl in human form, using the symbols of Ehecatl, from the Codex Borgia.
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Jewish Mythology  is generally the 
sacred and traditional narratives 
that help explain and symbolize the 
Jewish  religion, whereas Jewish 
folklore  consists of the folk tales 
and legends  that existed in the 
general Jewish culture. There is 
very little early folklore  distinct 
from the aggadah  literature. 
However, mythology and folklore 
has survived and expanded among 
the Jewish people in all eras of its 
history.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Destruction_of_Leviathan.pnghttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Destruction_of_Leviathan.pngDestruction 
of Leviathan, 1865 by Gustave Doré. This sea monster was mentioned 6 times in the Hebrew Bible.
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Noah's Ark by Edward Hicks (1780-1849), based on story in Hebrew Bible, Genesis 6:5-22.
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Elijah taken up into heaven, by Gustave Doré (1832-1883), based on story in Hebrew Bible, 2 Kings 2:11.
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Japanese Mythology  is a system of beliefs that 
embraces Shinto  and Buddhist  traditions as well 
as agriculture-based folk religion. The Shinto 
pantheon  alone consists of an uncountable 
number of kami (Japanese for "gods" or "spirits"). 
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  The Sun goddess emerging out of a cave, bringing sunlight back to the universe



  

A shrine to Tsukuyomi-no-Mikoto in Kyoto

Tsukuyomi (ツクヨミ ?, also known as 
Tsukuyomi-no-kami), is the moon god in 
Shinto and Japanese mythology. The 
name Tsukuyomi-no-Mikoto is a 
combination of the Japanese words for 
"moon; month" (tsuki) and "to read; to 
count" (yomu). Another interpretation is 
that his name is a combination of 
"moonlit night" (Tsukiyo) and a verb 
meaning "to look at" (miru). Yet another 
interpretation is that the kanji for "bow" 
(弓 , yumi) was corrupted with the kanji 
for "yomi". "Yomi" also may refer to the 
Japanese underworld, though this 
interpretation is unlikely.
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In Japanese Mythology, 
Susanoo, the powerful 
storm of Summer, is the 
brother of Amaterasu, the 
goddess of the sun, and of 
Tsukuyomi, the god of the 
moon. All three were 
spawned from Izanagi, 
when he washed his face 
clean of the pollutants of 
Yomi, the underworld. 
Amaterasu was born when 
Izanagi washed out his left 
eye, Tsukuyomi was born 
from the washing of the 
right eye, and Susanoo 
from the washing of the 
nose. 

Susano’o slaying the Yamata no Orochi, by 
Utagawa Kuniyoshi
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Philippine Mythology and folklore 
include a collection of tales and 
superstitions about magical creatures and 
entities. Some Filipinos, even though 
heavily westernized and Christianized, 
still believe in such entities. The 
prevalence of belief in the figures of 
Philippines mythology is strong in the 
provinces. 

Because the country has many islands 
and is inhabited by different ethnic 
groups, Philippine mythology and 
superstitions are very diverse. However, 
certain similarities exist among these 
groups, such as the belief in Heaven 
(kaluwalhatian, kalangitan, 
kamurawayan), Hell (impiyerno, 
kasanaan), and the human soul 
(kaluluwa). 



  

An Aswang (also known as Asuwang) 
is a ghoul in Philippine Mythology  which 
appears to be an ordinary human by day, 
and turns into a blood-sucking monster as 
darkness falls. Aswang are known as 
shape-shifters that transform into animals. 
They prey on weaker victims like children 
and old people, but will also attack any 
single unguarded individual. They feast on 
the guts or inner organs (heart and liver) of 
their victims. 

Aswang is a generic term for all types 
of monsters in Philippine Mythology, such 
as manananggal, witches, pugot, nuno, 
tiyanak and the like. 
````The belief in aswang is rumored to 
have originated in the provinces of Capiz, 
Iloilo  and Antique. It is known by other 
names such as tik-tik and wak-wak. 
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Maria Makiling is a character in 
Philippine mythology who is said to be 
a diwata, (equivalent of a fairy or 
goddess). She inhabits Mount Makiling 
in Laguna province, and protects the 
animals and plants of the mountain 
from those who would harm or defile it. 
Folklore usually portrays her as kind 
and generous towards human beings, 
giving them gifts and blessings. But 
when she is provoked to anger by the 
greed or cruelty of humans, she 
withdraws her favors and/or dispenses 
frightening punishments. 
Her true name is not known; she is 
simply called "Maria Makiling" because 
"Maria" is a generic name for a 
woman, and "makiling" 
(crooked/uneven) refers to the 
mountain. Some say that "Maria 
Makiling" is the Spanish-era name of 
Dian Masalanta, the ancient Tagalog 
goddess of love, pregnancy and 
childbirth. 
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Baal, one of the most 
widely worshiped gods 
in ancient Canaan, was 
associated with fertility 
and rain. His cult 
spread to other people 
in the ancient Near 
East, including the 
Egyptians, 
Babylonians, and 
Assyrians. This statue 
of Baal dates from the 
1300s B.C. 



  

Take Note: 
Study these materials for 
the Final Examination on 
Monday,March 28, 2011, 
6:30-8:00PM @ room#5. 
Bring ballpen and sheets 

of paper. Good Luck. 
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